The changing
payments ecosystem

EMV: A globally accepted
payment standard

The payments ecosystem has changed significantly,
with global and local interests significantly shaping
the landscape. Regulation and data integrity are
some of the key drivers behind the development
of national champions in payments, while the EMV
technology standard remains the common platform
for payments with cards, mobile or wearable
devices. Here are just a few of the ways in which
the market’s changed:

EMV is a globally accepted and widely adopted
standard for payments. It facilitates payments
across multiple technologies from payment cards to
mobile, wearable and remote payments Here’s why
it is so popular:

• Blockchain

Powering independent
payment schemes

• Instant payments
• Cryptocurrencies
• Digital currencies
• Payment standards

• Universally adopted & recognized payment
instruments
• Proven track record of innovation
• Interoperable infrastructure with ready
to use technology blocks
• Standardized front-end environment
• Fraud prevention
• End User Protection

The challenges of setting
up a payment scheme

International vs
domestic schemes

Why not just use
International schemes?

White labelling:
A different approach

The purpose of a
white label approach

• Upfront investment: There is a huge investment
in setting up a payment scheme as infrastructure,
standards and processes all need to be designed.

Payment schemes are a set of rules which payment
providers have agreed upon to facilitate payments,
such as mobile payments or payment cards. There
are four different types of these schemes:

• Independence: Potentially for political purposes
or economic needs.

White labelling is the provision of goods or services
by a company that have been created by another
company. The first company then brands and
releases that product or service to market.

• Acceptance: Banks, retailers, and scheme
providers will have a quick, cost-effective way to
deploy an advanced payment method that will
be widely accepted in the ecosystem.

From a payment services perspective, a white label
solution allows the creation of schemes for specific
markets/territories, without the initial upfront
investment or ongoing operational requirements of
a self-created scheme.

• Independence: Other payment standards
are issued by international providers or use
proprietary third-party protocols, whereas a
white label approach can remain independent.

• Technical expertise: Local schemes often can’t
avail themselves of the same technological
expertise as major global companies.
• Interoperability: Local schemes still need to
facilitate services such as international payments
or digital payments between schemes.
• Adoption: Domestic and regional schemes could
struggle to gain adoption in their market over
schemes such as VISA or Mastercard.

• International schemes
• Regional schemes
• Domestic schemes
• Private label

• Local decision-making: Smaller schemes can make
rules that better suit their local requirements.
• Lower costs: Local schemes can be more
cost-effective than international schemes.

• Interoperability: A white label approach should
facilitate interoperability, as they, by design, can
integrate devices from different operators and
providers.
• Future Growth: An open, collaborative approach
ensures that a white label scheme remains both
easy to scale and easy to evolve.

An ideal white label approach should ensure:
• Complete technological independence.
• Scalability for all technologies and devices,
including cards, terminals, and mobile devices.
• Open markets with significantly reduced effort
and time-to-market for deployments.

The benefits of a
white label approach

G+D and white label
schemes: How we can help

• Technology readiness: A full-featured payment
system out of the box considerably reduces time
to market and resources required to deliver a
scheme.

As a founding member of the White Label Alliance,
and a global leader in payment technologies, G+D
are well placed to support the creation of any white
label payment scheme:

• Industry support: Choosing an established
provider allows issuers to ensure that their
system will be supported by the rest of the
ecosystem.

• Expertise: We have years of experience and
knowledge that we can apply to the whole chain
of payment.

• Open approach: No restrictions on access to the
solution promotes independence and innovation.
• Interoperability and Scalability: The scheme
would have full interoperability from day one.

• Implementation: We can support and consult
with any brand, helping them tom build their
own roadmap towards a scheme.
• Products and services: We offer a complete
range of products and services that can support
the entire payment journey.

White labelling beyond banking
A white label approach can benefit more than
just payment cards - the same infrastructure
can power multiple propositions:
• Transit systems
• ID
• Provisioning social or tax benefits
• Fuel cards

Creating Confidence
With more than 160 years of passions for payment technologies,
G+D are well placed to support any payment scheme initiative:

550m+ 400m
cards produced
worldwide
every year

personalized
cards produced
worldwide
annually

20m

virtual payment
cards enabled
over the past
5 years

18

flagship banks
are already
using our digital
issuance services

• Meal vouchers
• Closed loop loyalty and prepaid programs

Introducing a White Label
based payment approach
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